Supramolecular assemblies of adsorbed collagen affect the adhesion of endothelial cells.
The behavior of endothelial cells (HUVECs) in contact with thin collagen films presenting different supramolecular organizations was investigated. Collagen was adsorbed on polystyrene (PS) and plasma-oxidized PS (PSox) in conditions ensuring the formation of continuous layers presenting an increasing density of fibrillar structures. Discontinuous collagen layers were also prepared on PS by adsorption followed by dewetting. The morphology of the obtained collagen films was checked by using atomic force microscopy. HUVECs adhesion was evaluated in terms of cell number, cell area, cell shape, and actin structure after 4 h of contact with the prepared collagen layers. In the presence of serum, no adhesion was observed on PS, whereas a substantial adhesion was found on PSox. This is explained by the competition for adsorption, which turns in favor of adhesive proteins secreted by the cells on the hydrophilic PSox, but turns in favor of serum albumin on the hydrophobic PS. The progressive coating of PS by smooth collagen films increased cell adhesion and spreading. However, cell spreading and cytoskeleton organization were adversely affected by the appearance of a high density of collagen fibrillar structures. This latter trend was similarly observed on PSox. On the other hand, HUVECs spreading and cytoskeleton organization were clearly enhanced on discontinuous collagen layers compared with continuous ones. A possible explanation for these observations lies in the modification of exposure and/or spatial distribution of recognition sequences due to spontaneous collagen self-assembly on fibril formation or to collagen aggregation on dewetting.